Eat, prey, morph!
Morphlers is a third-person multiplayer Team-based arena game that tests a player’s adaptability, reflexes,
strategy, and teamwork. Players will run, attack, stun, scare, die, kill, summon Gods, and evolve.
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Gameplay Concept
In Morphlers, you are a small malleable monster, called a Morphler, trying to summon your Mob’s God and annihilate your opponents.
The core mechanic of Morphlers is the absorption of attributes. Morphlers are adaptable creatures that mutate and acquire skills by
killing creatures and each other. When a Morphler kills, it absorbs that creature’s most powerful skill and, if it already has the max
number of skills allowed (2), loses one of its own in exchange. Acquiring and refining skills means being very strong with those
attributes, but becoming very specialised and vulnerable
This allows for many combinations of attacks, as graphed below.

Body Attributes
Big Body

Area of Attack
Positive Attributes
Negative
Attributes

Long Arms

Multiple Arms

Second Head

Tail

Forward cone

Long narrow forward
reach

Circle around body

Large are around
player- only hits one
other player at a time

+Knockback strength

+attack range

+attack recharge rate
+movement speed

+telepathic attacks

+stun attack

- movement speed

- attack recharge rate
-rotation speed

- knockback strength

- can’t move while
using power

-has no forward
facing attack

Short cone behind
player

Attack Combinations
Attributes keep positive and negative attributes as outlined above and modified as defined below.
No attributes:
Basic Attack

Big Body

Long Arms

Tail

Both attributes applied
individually, tail with
slightly reduced stun time

Both attributes applied
individually, tail with
slightly reduced stun time
and increased range

Both attributes applied
individually, tail with
improved recharge rate

Second Head

Player can telepathically
pull opponent into range,
then regular attack

Players have a chance to
be confused when hit.

Player has a chance to
dodge enemy attacks

Multiple Arms

Quick attacks in aoe with
added knock back, but
regular movement speed

Long Arms

Strong, knock back attack,
slow recharge late.

Big Body

Slow movement speed, but
wide area of effect and
strong knockback

Player briefly loses control
of character when attack
goes into very strong
spinning attack with long
cool down.
Very long range, slightly
increased rotation speed
to remain competitive, but
slow recharge rate

Multiple Arms

Second Head
Both attributes applied
individually, making the
character a defensive
powerhouse
Player can call upon
Critters to fight along side
them.

Tail
Tail greatly gains range and
stun strength

Very fast recharge rate and
movement speed, but no
knockback on enemy hit

Players have one attack that transforms according to which combination of attributes they have at any one time. A Morphler’s
attributes gain experience and level up the longer they stay alive and when they kill using them. Once a skill has passed level 1,
Morphlers have the option to use it as an ultimate and exhaust the attribute. The cells highlighted in green show what attack is
representative of that skill’s ultimate ability.

Game Mode
In Morphlers, players fight for control of a Major Summoning Stone and Critter Nests, which in teams called Mobs. Each Mob is fighting
to summon their God to permanently destroy their opponents. Control of a Summoning Stone or Critter Nest passively adds to the
controlling Mob’s Tribute Meter, which, when filled, will summoning the God. Killing anyone near the Summoning Stone or a Critter
Nest results in an additional Tribute which scales according to the strength of the Morphler or Critter that died. Refer to Page 5, Game
Progression, for more details.
When a Mob reaches certain bench marks, every 100 Tribute points for instance, a Matriarch will spawn at one of their controlled
Critter nests, if there are any. Killing a Matriarch grants the killer’s Mob a bonus to whichever attribute the Matriarch’s nest
represented. If the Matriarch is killed by the opposing Mob, they immediately gain control of the nest.
When a Mob’s Tribute Meter is filled, their Old God is summoned from the arena’s Major Summoning Stone and destroys the opposing
Mob. Usually this is quick, but if the ‘losing’ Mob is well prepared, they can fight off the God and steal the win.
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Narrative Context
Out of the debris of a crystalline genetics experiment gone wrong, rose an unlikely story of mutated beings called
Morphlers. Their Realm is a pulsating wasteland, where, out of a flesh-like ground protrude crystals surrounded by
fungal vegetation. Glowing spores and fog fill the air.
Birthed from the ground, Morphlers group together in mobs distinguishable by their unique colours. Profoundly volatile,
they have an insatiable need to prove their supremacy, seeking divine intervention to annihilate all opposition and fulfill
their manifest destiny. To this aim, they prey on Critter nests and absorb their powers.
Critters are primitive beings with distinct abilities inhabiting the Realm. They live in nests carefully guarded by their
Matriarchs. Leading a simple life, unbeknownst of the greater conflict that surrounds them, they are exploited by the
Morphlers.
Unable to reconcile differences, the Morphlers wage war leaving the victor only moments to revel in the destruction of
their rivals, knowing full well a new mob will soon appear. Their hunger for domination ultimately leaves them wanting
more, continuing the never-ending power struggle.
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Camera, Controls, Character

Camera
The game happens from a third person perspective. Though it is being prototyped in 2D, the controls and gameplay will
easily convert to 3 dimensions. The camera naturally follows the player’s location so the character is always in the center
of the screen. Holding the right joystick in any direction will make the camera zoom(vertical) in or pan(horizontal), but
releasing it will return to the camera’s original state. The passive camera following is useful and perfectly functional for
new players so that they can focus on learning to attack, but as they get more skilled zooming and panning become more
useful, as they allow you see just a little bit outside your natural range.

Controls
The character’s main ability is the passive absorption of powers. Different attributes combine in new, interesting ways.
With only one attack control, mastery means learning how to adapt to whichever combination the player currently has,
as well as learning how to plan and acquire the best ones for the situation. Having one button to attack means that
players can focus on what to do in the game with the attributes they have instead of having to learn a new control
scheme on the fly.
Each attack has the same 3 stages, the quick launch with a tap of the button, a charging state where the character is
preparing for an ultimate that can be interrupted at any time by releasing a regular attack and, finally, the ultimate
which can be released when fully charged if the character has an attribute has at least reached level 2. When using an
ultimate, the character does a strong attack associated with that attribute and then loses it completely. Specific
ultimates can also be released by using the attack buttons on the left and right bumpers.
The B and Y buttons are essential for successful Mob playing. As a complement to voice chat, they allow players to
quickly and reliably communicate their position, needs and warnings at a simple tap.
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Game Progression
Games are meant to last 10-15 minutes, though are also balanced to end early if one Mob is clearly superior or take
longer if the game is close.

Beginning
In the beginning of the game, all characters are blank slates and it is a rush to claim a Critter nest to gain both an attribute and
an advantage. Since Critters are a relatively easy way to gain attributes and health, having a friendly nest is important.

Claiming a Summoning Stone makes it that Mob’s new Spawning point, with the exception being the Major Summoning
Stone which can never be a spawn point. This keeps people in the action.

Leveling Attributes
Surviving in game as well as injuring and killing other creatures gives experience towards the active attributes on that
Morphler. At 50 experience, the attribute becomes level 2, at 200 experience level 3. When a Morphler dies it loses its
attributes but retains a ‘muscle memory’ of sorts which allows it to get experience at a greater rate the more it uses a
certain attribute. While not explicitly present to the player, this strategy ensures that players feel like they are getting
stronger during the match. This creates a snowball during game play; where in the beginning of the game level 1 and
level 2 attributes are common, near the end players quickly gain level 2 and 3 attributes.
Critter’s attributes can be absorbed whether or not the nest belongs to the attacking player. This allows both Mobs access
to all resources, only enemy Mobs have an extra obstacle since the Critters will be aggressive towards member of the noncontrolling Mob. However, only Critters loyal to the player can be eaten for health.
Critters wander around their nest more and more as the game continues. If two different Critters that aren’t controlled
by opposing Mobs cross paths, they have a chance to mate. If they do, they produce a secondary Critter which has both
its parents’ attributes. These appear about 8 minutes into the game, to give players a faster way of gaining attributes
from a neutral state and make fights stronger.

Gaining Summoning Stones
To claim a Summoning Stone, it must be first attacked until neutral and then fully converted to their side. For instance, if
the Red Morphlers have Control of the Main Summoning Stone, they must first attack it until it is grey, and then continue
until it is Red. This gives the controlling Mob an opportunity and notice to defend their holdings. The exception to this is
when a Matriarch spawns at a Critter Nest. When the Matriarch is killed, the controlling Mob gets a bonus. If the
Matriarch is killed by the opposite Mob, they immediately gain control of the Nest. This can allow for important control
and point production upsets during the game. Mobs can control any number of Summoning stones and critter nests in the
arena.

End Game
When an Old God is summoned, all Critters of the opposing Mob become aggressive towards it and spawn a Matriarch. It
becomes a Deathmatch with no more respawns. The Old God chases down the opposing Mob’s players one by one to kill
them using attacks from all the possible Attributes. However, summoning a God does not guarantee that Mob a win. It is
still possible for the opposing side to kill the God if they planned ahead and got enough support from Critter Nests and
react well to the God’s attacks. This keeps the winning Mob on their toes throughout the whole game, having to aim not
only to summon the God first, but to stop the other Mob from getting too strong.
The distribution and availability of attributes varies on a per-map basis. Attributes allow Morphlers to grow and get
stronger in specific avenues, but in doing so become very specialised. Because of this, Mobmates need to support each
other to counter their weaknesses and no one player can become invincible.
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Enemies and Oppositions
Critters
Critters spawn in nests next to Critter Nests. They are passive until their Summoning Stone is taken, and then weakly attack
opposing players. Though individually weak, walking into a Critter nest can be deadly for a single Morphler.
Critters in the player’s possession return health when consumed, this allows for players to ‘recharge’ after a fight rather
than die and encourages them to use the abilities associated with the nests in their possession.

Critters are primitive creatures and this is also represented physically. Surviving off of one main characteristic, they are
also limited by the lack of others which means that they need to find creative ways to feed and move around.
Environmental details complement their locations on the map, further tying them into the fleshy world they live in.

Matriarchs
Matriarch’s are larger versions of the Critters they protect. They are always aggressive, and will attack anyone that
comes near their nest. The easiest way to kill a Matriarch is to have an ability that counters her own. For instance, the
Large Body Matriarch is slow with a small attack range, so can more easily be beaten by an opponent with long arms

Old God
Using a combination of attacks taken from all kinds of Critters controlled by the summoning team, an Old God is a
formidable opponent, but not unbeatable. The Old God systematically chases down the opposing Mob one Mob member
at a time. By being adaptable and well prepared, the disadvantaged Mob can exploit the God’s weaknesses and kill it. For
instance, if the God is using telepathic abilities, he must stay still and is left vulnerable to burst damage. The Mob who
summoned the Old God becomes invulnerable, but lose all their attributes. They can only act as a support to their God,
using their attack button to pick up Critters from their alliance and feed them to the God to keep it powered.
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Game World
Environment Design
Inspired by the colors and aesthetics of microscopic and electron photography, the realm of the Morphlers is a lively and
strange place textured in bright shades of oil pastels. The ground consists of fleshy substances which also pulsate from
time to time and out of it protrude fungal tentacles and crystalline rock-like formations. Lighting, particles and fog will add
mood and a dramatic flair to the game, while the bright colors mixed with the somewhat uncomfortable fleshy quality of
the surroundings will create a joyous feeling with strong undertones of unease. The characters themselves are very
simple, however full of personality. Their design is minimal, but expressive and allows for a wide range of emotions.

Level Design
The layout of the levels is composed of sets of intricate pathways that
direct the flow of the game towards choke points where the players will
confront one another in order to gain control of the Critter Nests and
the Summoning Crystals, while still giving offering alternative paths in
order to allow the players to ambush or avoid one another.
While a game lasts for a single round there are still different levels to
choose from, as each configuration requires different strategies in order
to win the game. In order to maintain the organic feel of the game, the
level layouts are irregular and asymmetric, but the distance between
each Mob’s spawning points and the map’s objectives are always equal
in order to keep the game balanced and fair, as whoever is the closest to
the Summoning Crystal can have an unfair advantage in the game.

Music Design
The music in Morphlers will change with the player characters
depending on their abilities. Picture an introductory track shared by all players
to begin with. Say player 1 gains ability a, player 2 ability b. Player 1 will now
experience music made to accompany ability a in a thematic way. At the same time player 2 will be experiencing music
made to accompany ability b in a thematic way. Therefore, the music changes with player actions and abstractly reflects
them as well and is unique to an extent for each player.
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HUD, Signs and Feedback
HUD – Minimap & Indicators
A Minimap shows the location of all friendly characters to the player, as well as enemies players that are currently in an
allied player’s field of vision. The minimap shows the entire arena, the location of the Sumoning Stone, and Critter Nests.
The minimap is also an invaluable tool for communication within a Mob since that’s where players can display alerts to
their Mobmates of needing help or warning and showing the location of an encroaching opposing player. Additionally,
when a player pings their location, a small distinctive indicator appears on the corner of their allies’ screen pointing
towards their location. The size of the indicator scales with the distance the current player is from their ally. This allows for
a more immediate level of feedback for newer players who may not be used to checking the mini-map.

HUD - Player & Party Health
Icons and bars displaying the current status of each member of the Mob appear by the minimap. Health is displayed by
the expression of the Morphler in the icon and a health bar by this icon. Alongside this information are icons representing
which attributes the Morphlers currently have, as well as what level they are. Pressing the X button reveals an additional
menu beneath this which shows the Player more details about their overall status, such as: The experience they have with
each attribute in the match, which are their strongest, how much experience left until the next level, and how much of a
boost each attribute is currently receiving. This is secondary information, so hidden until the player decides they need it
to avoid screen clutter.

HUD - Game Score
In the top center of the screen are bars representing how close each Mob is to summoning their God. These move up
gradually as Summoning Stones gain points passively. When an extra tribute is collected by a death in proximity to the
Summoning Stone, that amount is added in one block to the meter which flashes before fading into the rest of the meter.
This helps players feel the gain of killing opponents for bonus. When a God is summoned, the bars vanish and are
replaced with the God’s health bar.

Attacking / Ultimate Abilities
Players have the choice to launch an attack quickly or charge their Ultimate. When their attack is charging, a circular meter
appears around their feet, filling up from left to right and changing colors to indicate the charge level. When the attack is fully
charged, the meter glows and a prompt appears above it. The prompt features the two icons representing the first and second
player attributes as well as the button required to launch them, Left Bumper or Right Bumper.

Sounds / Music
The world of Morphlers is very expressive and distinctive, and the sound effects that are used highlight that. Every action
a Morphler makes is an opportunity to showcase its personality. Sound Effects and feedback sounds are very important
in translating that. The squeal of joy when one Morphler kills another, the sad sigh of a dying Critter, and the shrill cry of
a spawning Matriarch all add to the ambience, as well as providing invaluable feedback to the user of whether or not
they’re hitting, when their opponent is dead, when a new challenge has arrived.

All visual and audio feedback work to support the main mechanic of attacking and transforming. Killing a character and
absorbing its power needs to be a clear transition. We want players to be focused on the action and so convey as much
information as we can through character animation, particle effects and short, effective sound effects.
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Marketing Strategy
Target Audience
Morphlers is a third-person multiplayer team-based arena game that appeals to a competitive and social player base.
Players between the ages of 16 and 35 who enjoy games such as TF2, Fat Princess and, MOBA style games will enjoy it.
Morphlers is attractive to players interested in MOBAs but who find them too overwhelming to get started.

Brand DNA and game pillars
What makes Morphlers distinct is its unique combination of dark humor and cuteness. The characters in Morphlers are
adorably sad, fatally flawed and full of personality. It has a fresh visual style full of life and vibrant colors which isn’t often
seen in games of this genre. Morphlers main mechanical novelty is the fast changing attributes and the physical
manifestation of those attributes. Games like Kirby or Fat Princess allow characters to change their skills, but usually
distinguished by adding an external layer, such as a hat. Morphlers allows players to really feel the transformation in their
character as a mutation. Morphlers main distinguishing attributes are its malleable soft-but-threatening characters,
distinctive color schemes and logo.
Morphlers game pillars are chaotic play, morphing, serendipity and team building.
Players are always close to the action and always have something more to do. Fighting together is much stronger than
going on your own. Because you absorb powers no matter what, the game allows players to discover new attack
combinations unexpectedly and is constructed so that this feels like a discovery and not a punishment. Every attack
combination feels different and is powerful- none are weak. Morphlers is designed to make a game with lots of twists
and turns and where players need to stay on their toes the entire game

Inspiration and competitors
The main inspiration for the Morphlers game type is arena games such as Team Fortress 2 and the PVP games in World of
Warcraft. The original inspiration for the God Summoning game mode was the Arathi Basin WoW PVP map, which is
balanced around claiming landmarks to gain points for your team, with one central location and a few less important
ones. Morphlers also draws inspiration from Kirby mechanically with the changing body idea, though manifests and
utilises that mechanic in very different ways. Whereas Kirby fought monsters to get through side-scrolling puzzle levels, a
Morphler’s main obstacle is other Morphlers. Even Kirby in fighting games uses this attack as a secondary resource. In
Morphlers, there is nothing else.
Grow, a Kickstarter game that did not reach its funding goal, is a similar game where animal-like creatures fight to win.
They gain and specialise their attributes by eating Meat, Candy and Fruit around the arenas. With a line of trading cards
and cute creature design, Grow seems oriented more towards children than Morphlers. Once a creature has started
evolving down a certain talent tree, there is no going back in Grow, whereas Morphlers is changing constantly.

Differentiability
Morphlers creates and interesting dynamic world that more games can be created in. Different sorts of game modes,
maybe even user-generated arenas can be an interesting exploration. Players could unlock flairs and outfits to make
their Morphlers more distinct aesthetically.
Because of its interesting and curious characters, it would be easy to create a line of plus toys with the Morphlers brand
representing the Critters. When a player buys a toy, they could unlock aesthetic Critter variations in their future games.
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Work Plan, Feasibility and challenges
Morphlers can be created within the Summer School production context because, though it has many moving parts and
depth, most of its gameplay elements are iterations on each other. For instance, there is only one main character, the
Morphler. Because Morphlers are such strange creatures, there doesn’t need to be photorealism. Regular one-attribute
attacks can have the same animation as their representative ultimate attacks, with particles and light effects added for
drama.
The main design challenge for Morphlers is creating the variety of attack combinations and balancing those attacks in
game. Each attack combination requires its own models and animations and need to feel compelling and fun on their own.
Because of the wide variety of attacks, game balance is important to test. These are our first challenges and the main risk
for the workshop. The risk of dominant strategies in the game is mitigated somewhat by the chaotic nature of the game.
Since players don’t have full control on their abilities, it’s hard to implement a dominant strategy on purpose. After setting
down the building blocks with the player attacks feeling good, the rest of the game is much less risky. There is less
pressure put on the levels and other components, which can be easily re-adapted to the game’s needs.

Feature list
3 levels made with modular sections
15 Morphler attack modes
6 critter models
6 Matriarch models
1 God model
3v3, 4v4, 5v5, 6v6 team sizes supported
Playful, personality packed animation
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